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One Nation Under God
Kevin M. Kruse
2015-04-14 The
provocative and
authoritative history of
the origins of Christian
America in the New Deal

era We're often told
that the United States
is, was, and always has
been a Christian nation.
But in One Nation Under
God, historian Kevin M.
Kruse reveals that the
belief that America is
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fundamentally and
formally Christian
originated in the 1930s.
To fight the "slavery"
of FDR's New Deal,
businessmen enlisted
religious activists in a
campaign for "freedom
under God" that
culminated in the
election of their ally
Dwight Eisenhower in
1952. The new president
revolutionized the role
of religion in American
politics. He inaugurated
new traditions like the
National Prayer
Breakfast, as Congress
added the phrase "under
God" to the Pledge of
Allegiance and made "In
God We Trust" the
country's first official
motto. Church membership
soon soared to an alltime high of 69 percent.
Americans across the
religious and political
spectrum agreed that
their country was "one
nation under God."
Provocative and
authoritative, One
Nation Under God reveals
how an unholy alliance
of money, religion, and
politics created a false
origin story that
continues to define and

divide American politics
to this day.
Marching on Washington
Lucy G. Barber
2004-04-05 When Jacob
Coxey's army marched
into Washington, D.C.,
in 1894, observers
didn't know what to make
of this concerted effort
by citizens to use the
capital for national
public protest. By 1971,
however, when thousands
marched to protest the
war in Vietnam, what had
once been outside the
political order had
become an American
political norm. Lucy G.
Barber's lively, erudite
history explains just
how this tactic achieved
its transformation from
unacceptable to
legitimate. Barber shows
how such highly visible
events contributed to
the development of a
broader and more
inclusive view of
citizenship and
transformed the capital
from the exclusive
domain of politicians
and officials into a
national stage for
Americans to participate
directly in national
politics.
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History of American
Political Thought
Raymond Garfield Gettell
1946
From Many, One Richard
C. Sinopoli 1996-12-30
Unique among readers in
American political and
social thought, From
Many, One is a broad and
balanced anthology that
explores the problem of
diversity and American
political identity
throughout American
history. From the
classic texts of the
American political
tradition to diverse
minority writings, this
book offers a wide
spectrum of ideas about
identity, gender,
immigration, race, and
religion, and addresses
how these issues relate
to the concept of
national unity. Covering
the gamut of viewpoints
from majority to
minority, from
conservative to radical,
from assimilationist to
separatist, the authors
range from the Founding
Fathers to Frederick
Jackson Turner, from
Abigail Adams to bell
hooks and Catharine
MacKinnon; from Abraham

Lincoln to Malcolm X;
from Roger Williams to
Ralph E. Reed.
Sinopoli's extensive
introductory and
concluding essays set
the context for and draw
out the implications of
the fifty readings. The
conclusion includes case
studies of three
minority
groups—homosexuals,
Mexican-Americans, and
Chinese-Americans—to
illustrate further the
themes of the volume.
Brief introductions to
each reading and to each
of the five sections
provide background
information. In
examining one of the
central questions of
American public life—the
issue of national
diversity—From Many, One
will be a useful text
for courses in American
political thought,
sociology, American
Studies, and American
history.
Natural Rights and the
New Republicanism
Michael P. Zuckert
2011-06-27 In Natural
Rights and the New
Republicanism, Michael
Zuckert proposes a new
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view of the political
philosophy that lay
behind the founding of
the United States. In a
book that will interest
political scientists,
historians, and
philosophers, Zuckert
looks at the Whig or
opposition tradition as
it developed in England.
He argues that there
were, in fact, three
opposition traditions:
Protestant, Grotian, and
Lockean. Before the
English Civil War the
opposition was inspired
by the effort to find
the "one true Protestant
politics--an effort that
was seen to be a failure
by the end of the
Interregnum period. The
Restoration saw the
emergence of the Whigs,
who sought a way to
ground politics free
from the sectarian
theological-scriptural
conflicts of the
previous period. The
Whigs were particularly
influenced by the Dutch
natural law philosopher
Hugo Grotius. However,
as Zuckert shows, by the
mid-eighteenth century
John Locke had replaced
Grotius as the

philosopher of the
Whigs. Zuckert's
analysis concludes with
a penetrating
examination of John
Trenchard and Thomas
Gordon, the English
"Cato," who, he argues,
brought together Lockean
political philosophy and
pre-existing Whig
political science into a
new and powerful
synthesis. Although it
has been misleadingly
presented as a separate
"classical republican"
tradition in recent
scholarly discussions,
it is this "new
republicanism" that
served as the
philosophical point of
departure for the
founders of the American
republic.
American Indian Politics
and the American
Political System David
Eugene Wilkins 2011
""This book is a lively
and accessible account
of the remarkably
complex legal and
political situation of
American Indian tribes
and tribal citizens (who
are also U.S. citizens)
David E. Wilkins and
Heidi Kiiwetinepinesiik
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Stark have provided the
g̀o-to' source for a
clear yet detailed and
sophisticated
introduction to tribal
soverignty and federal
Indian policy. It is a
valuable resource both
for readers unfamiliar
with the subject matter
and for readers in
Native American studies
and related fields, who
will appreciate the
insightful and original
scholarly analysis of
the authors."--Thomas
Biolsi, University of
California at Berkeley"
""American Indian
Politics and the
American Political
System is simply an
indispensable compendium
of fact and reason on
the historical and
modern landscape of
American Indian law and
policy. No teacher or
student of American
Indian studies, no
policymaker in American
Indian policy, and no
observer of American
Indian history and law
should do without this
book. There is nothing
in the field remotely as
comprehensive, usable,
and balanced as Wilkins

and Stark's work."-Matthew L. M. Fletcher,
director of the
Indigenous Law and
Policy Center at
Michigan State
University College of
Law" ""Wilkins has
written the first
general study of
contemporary Indians in
the United States from
the disciplinary
standpoint of political
science. His inclusion
of legal matters results
in sophisticated
treatment of many
contemporary issues
involving Native
American governments and
the government of the
United States and gives
readers a good
background for
understanding other
questions. The writing
is clear-not a minor
matter in such a complex
subject--and short case
histories are presented,
plus links (including
websites) to many
sources of
information."--Choice
The Second Coming of the
KKK: The Ku Klux Klan of
the 1920s and the
American Political
Tradition Linda Gordon
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2017-10-24 An urgent
examination into the
revived Klan of the
1920s becomes “required
reading” for our time
(New York Times Book
Review). Extraordinary
national acclaim
accompanied the
publication of awardwinning historian Linda
Gordon’s disturbing and
markedly timely history
of the reassembled Ku
Klux Klan of the 1920s.
Dramatically challenging
our preconceptions of
the hooded Klansmen
responsible for
establishing a Jim Crow
racial hierarchy in the
1870s South, this
“second Klan” spread in
states principally above
the Mason-Dixon line by
courting xenophobic
fears surrounding the
flood of immigrant
“hordes” landing on
American shores. “Part
cautionary tale, part
expose” (Washington
Post), The Second Coming
of the KKK “illuminates
the surprising scope of
the movement” (The New
Yorker); the Klan
attracted four-to-sixmillion members through
secret rituals,

manufactured news
stories, and mass
“Klonvocations” prior to
its collapse in 1926—but
not before its potent
ideology of intolerance
became part and parcel
of the American
tradition. A “must-read”
(Salon) for anyone
looking to understand
the current moment, The
Second Coming of the KKK
offers “chilling
comparisons to the
present day” (New York
Review of Books).
Vietnam and the American
Political Tradition
Randall B. Woods
2003-02-24 Table of
contents
Theodore Roosevelt and
the American Political
Tradition Jean M.
Yarbrough 2012 A
searching examination of
TR's political thought,
especially in relation
to the ideas of
Washington, Hamilton,
and Lincoln--the
statesmen TR claimed
most to admire. Sheds
new light on his place
in the American
political tradition,
while enhancing our
understanding of the
roots of progressivism
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and its transformation
of the Founders'
Constitution.
Richard Hofstadter:
Anti-Intellectualism in
American Life, The
Paranoid Style in
American Politics,
Uncollected Essays
1956-1965 (LOA #330)
Richard Hofstadter
2020-04-21 Together for
the first time: two
masterworks on the
undercurrents of the
American mind by one of
our greatest historians
Richard Hofstadter's
Anti-Intellectualism in
American Life and The
Paranoid Style in
American Politics are
two essential works that
lay bare the worrying
trends of irrationalism,
demagoguery, destructive
populism, and
conspiratorial thinking
that have long
influenced American
politics and culture.
Whether underground or-as in our present
moment--out in the open,
these currents of
resentment, suspicion,
and conspiratorial
delusion received their
authoritative treatment
from Hofstadter, among

the greatest of
twentieth-century
American historians, at
a time when many public
intellectuals and
scholars did not take
them seriously enough.
These two masterworks
are joined here by Sean
Wilentz's selection of
Hofstadter's most
trenchant uncollected
writings of the postwar
period: discussions of
the Constitution's
framers, the personality
and legacy of FDR,
higher education and its
discontents, the
relationship of
fundamentalism to rightwing politics, and the
advent of the modern
conservative movement.
Democracy, Liberty, and
Property Francis William
Coker 1942
The Satanic Verses
Salman Rushdie 2000-12
The explosion of a
jetliner over India
triggers an Apocalyptic
battle that sweeps
across the subcontinent.
Reprint.
Progressive Historians
Richard Hofstadter
2012-02-29 Richard
Hofstadter, the
distinguished historian
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and twice winner of the
Pulitzer Prize,
brilliantly assesses the
ideas and contributions
of the three major
American interpretive
historians of the
twentieth century:
Frederick Jackson
Turner, Charles A. Beard
and V.L. Parrington.
These men, whose views
of history were shaped
in large part by the
political battles of the
Progressive era,
provided the Progressive
movement with a usable
past and the American
liberal mind with a
historical tradition.
The Progressive
Historians is at once a
critique of historical
thought during this
decisive period of
American development and
an account of how these
three writers led
American historians into
the controversial
political world of the
twentieth century.
Turner, in developing
his idea that American
democracy is the outcome
of the experience of
frontier expansion and
the settlement of the
West, introduced his

fellow historians to a
set of new concepts and
methods, and in doing so
doing re-drew the
guidelines of American
historiography. Beard
insisted upon the
elitist origins of the
Constitution, crusaded
for the economic
interpretation of
history, and ultimately
staked his historical
reputation on an
isolationist view of
recent American foreign
policy. Parrington
emphasized the moral and
social functions of
literature, and read the
history of literature as
a history of the
national political mind.
In recent years, the
tide has run against the
Progressive historians,
as one specialist after
another has taken issue
with their
interpretations. The
movement of contemporary
historical thought has
led to a rediscovery of
the complexity of the
American past. Although
he cannot share the
faith of the Progressive
historians in the
sufficiency of American
liberalism as a guide to
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the modern world,
Richard Hofstadter
believes we have much to
learn about ourselves
from a reconsideration
of their insights.
History of American
Political Thought BryanPaul Frost 2019-01-08
Revised and updated,
this long-awaited second
edition provides a
comprehensive
introduction to the most
important American
statesmen, activists,
and writers regardless
of the historical era or
political persuasion.
The Lanahan Readings in
the American Polity Ann
Gostyn Serow 2000
The Natural Rights
Republic Michael P.
Zuckert 1996 In The
Natural Rights Republic,
political theorist
Michael Zuckert counters
contemporary confusion
by offering an
insightful study of the
concept that dominated
the mindset of the
founding generation, the
natural rights
philosophy. Zuckert
offers a new treatment
of the theme of selfevident truths and
further plumbs the

depths of the natural
rights philosophy by
examining Jefferson's
Notes on Virginia and
related writings.
The Paranoid Style in
American Politics
Richard Hofstadter 1965
The paranoid style in
American politics -- The
pseudo-conservative
revolt, 1954 -- Pseudoconservatism revisited,
1965 -- Goldwater and
pseudo-conservative
politics -- Cuba, the
Philippines, and
manifest destiny -- What
happened to the
antitrust movement? -Free silver and the mind
of "Coin" Harvey.
Reading Obama James T.
Kloppenberg 2012-02-26
Derided by the Right as
dangerous and by the
Left as spineless,
Barack Obama puzzles
observers. In Reading
Obama, James T.
Kloppenberg reveals the
sources of Obama's ideas
and explains why his
principled aversion to
absolutes does not fit
contemporary partisan
categories. Obama's
commitments to
deliberation and
experimentation derive
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from sustained
engagement with American
democratic thought. In a
new preface, Kloppenberg
explains why Obama has
stuck with his
commitment to compromise
in the first three years
of his presidency,
despite the criticism it
has provoked. Reading
Obama traces the origins
of his ideas and
establishes him as the
most penetrating
political thinker
elected to the
presidency in the past
century. Kloppenberg
demonstrates the
influences that have
shaped Obama's
distinctive worldview,
including Nietzsche and
Niebuhr, Ellison and
Rawls, and recent
theorists engaged in
debates about feminism,
critical race theory,
and cultural norms.
Examining Obama's views
on the Constitution,
slavery and the Civil
War, the New Deal, and
the civil rights
movement, Kloppenberg
shows Obama's
sophisticated
understanding of
American history.

Obama's interest in
compromise, reasoned
public debate, and the
patient nurturing of
civility is a sign of
strength, not weakness,
Kloppenberg argues. He
locates its roots in
Madison, Lincoln, and
especially in the
philosophical pragmatism
of William James and
John Dewey, which
nourished generations of
American progressives,
black and white, female
and male, through much
of the twentieth
century, albeit with
mixed results. Reading
Obama reveals the
sources of Obama's
commitment to democratic
deliberation: the books
he has read, the
visionaries who have
inspired him, the social
movements and personal
struggles that have
shaped his thinking.
Kloppenberg shows that
Obama's positions on
social justice,
religion, race, family,
and America's role in
the world do not stem
from a desire to please
everyone but from deeply
rooted--although
currently unfashionable-
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-convictions about how a
democracy must deal with
difference and conflict.
John Adams, Founder of
the American Political
Tradition Barbara
Bennett Peterson
2014-03-01 This is an
excellent full length
biography of Americas
second president who was
the Colossus of
Independence arguing for
the passage of the
Declaration of
Independence on the
floor of the Second
Continental Congress.
Adams venerated
political writings
established the
framework for our
nations government on
the state and federal
levels. A fine judge of
character, Adams
nominated George
Washington to lead the
Continental Army,
negotiated foreign loans
to aid the Revolution,
gained recognition for
Americas independence
abroad, and was part of
the diplomatic team
ending the Revolutionary
War with the Treaty of
1783. Chosen as Americas
first ambassador to
Britain, Adams renewed

amicable relations with
the former mother
country. Through his
political writings,
Adams influenced the
framework for the U.S.
Constitution with his
earlier state
constitution for
Massachusetts. Elected
as Vice President when
George Washington was
elected first U.S.
President, Adams
established the ground
rules for the U.S.
Senate to operate,
presiding as he did over
that august legislative
body. He served as
Washingtons right hand
man and when elected to
the presidency himself
in 1796 he carried on
Washingtons no
entangling alliances
policies and made his
own decision to keep the
U.S. out of a full-scale
war with France during
the French Revolution.
His Puritan New England
background buttressed
his sense of morality
which he infused into
every document he wrote
and which dictated his
close family
relationships especially
with his wife Abigail
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Smith Adams. John Adams
was the thinker for the
revolutionary generation
who incorporated all
elements of the American
political tradition such
as republicanism, the
separation of powers,
the compact theory for
governments creation,
the separation of church
and state, the need for
public education, the
necessity for all
citizens to enjoy the
guarantees outlined
later in the Bill of
Rights, and the concept
that the federal
government should rise
above the states. The
brainpower of John
Adams, through his
notable documents and
treatises, established
the American political
tradition. This book,
covering Adams life
chapters from birth to
death, shows in both
public and private life
how John Adams was
morality triumphant, and
was one of the most
intelligent of the
Founding Fathers.
End of History and the
Last Man Francis
Fukuyama 2006-03-01 Ever
since its first

publication in 1992, The
End of History and the
Last Man has provoked
controversy and debate.
Francis Fukuyama's
prescient analysis of
religious
fundamentalism,
politics, scientific
progress, ethical codes,
and war is as essential
for a world fighting
fundamentalist
terrorists as it was for
the end of the Cold War.
Now updated with a new
afterword, The End of
History and the Last Man
is a modern classic.
The Encyclopaedia
Britannica 1911
The Soul of Latin
America Howard J. Wiarda
2003-01-01 To understand
Latin America's
political culture, and
to understand why it
differs so greatly from
that of the United
States, one must look
beyond the political
history of the region,
Howard J. Wiarda
explains in this
comprehensive book. A
highly respected expert
on Latin American
politics, Wiarda
explores a sweeping
array of Iberian and
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Latin American social,
economic, institutional,
cultural, and religious
factors from ancient
times to the twentieth
century. He illuminates
the distinctive
political attitudes and
traditions of Latin
America as well as the
unique--and not widely
understood--features of
present-day Latin
American models of
democracy. While IberoAmerican and Western
liberal traditions draw
from the same classical
thinkers, they often
emphasize different
ideas and reach
different conclusions,
Wiarda contends. He
traces the influences of
Rome, Islam, medieval
Christianity, the
Reconquest, and Iberian
feudalism, and the
powerful but largely
unacknowledged effects
of the CounterReformation on Iberian
and Latin American
civilizations. The
author concludes with a
discussion of recent
changes in political
culture and an
assessment of the
strength of democracy's

hold in the nations of
Latin America.
Illiberal Justice David
Lewis Schaefer 2007-01
"Schaefer challenges
John Rawls's practically
sacrosanct status among
scholars of political
theory, law, and ethics
by demonstrating how
Rawls's teachings
deviate from the core
tradition of American
constitutional
liberalism toward
libertarianism"-Provided by publisher.
The Basic Symbols of the
American Political
Tradition Willmoore
Kendall 1995-01-01 This
thought-provoking book
contributes important
arguments to the
fundamental debate over
the place of equality in
our political selfunderstanding. It will
continue to be of
immense interest to all
serious students of
American political
thought.
American Government Glen
Krutz 2016-07-14
"Published by OpenStax
College, American
Government is designed
to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of
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the single-semester
American Government
course. This title
includes innovative
features designed to
enhance student
learning, including
Insider Perspective
features and a Get
Connected module that
shows students how they
can get engaged in the
political process. The
book provides an
important opportunity
for students to learn
the core concepts of
American Government and
understand how those
concepts apply to their
lives and the world
around them. Our
American Government
textbook adheres to the
scope and sequence of
introductory American
government courses
nationwide. We have
endeavored to make the
workings of American
Government interesting
and accessible to
students while
maintaining the
conceptual coverage and
rigor inherent in the
subject at the college
level. With this
objective in mind, the
content of this textbook

has been developed and
arranged to provide a
logical progression from
the fundamental
principles of
institutional design at
the founding, to avenues
of political
participation, to
thorough coverage of the
political structures
that constitute American
government. The book
builds upon what
students have already
learned and emphasizes
connections between
topics as well as
between theory and
applications. The goal
of each section is to
enable students not just
to recognize concepts,
but to work with them in
ways that will be useful
in later courses, future
careers, and as engaged
citizens. The
organization and
pedagogical features
were developed and
vetted with feedback
from American government
instructors dedicated to
the project."--BC Campus
website.
John Selden and the
Western Political
Tradition Ofir Haivry
2017-06-30 Legal and
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political theorist,
common lawyer and
parliamentary leader,
historian and polyglot,
John Selden (1584-1654)
was a formidable figure
in Renaissance England,
whose real importance
and influence are now
being recognized once
again. John Selden and
the Western Political
Tradition highlights his
important role in the
development of such
early modern political
ideas as modern natural
law and natural rights,
national identity and
tradition, the political
integration of church
and state, and the
effect of Jewish ideas
on Western political
thought. Selden's
political ideas are
analysed in the context
of his contemporaries
Grotius, Hobbes and
Filmer. The book
demonstrates how these
ideas informed and
influenced more familiar
works of later thinkers
like Burke.
The Nation Invisible
Adam Joseph Gómez 2010
The tradition of
American civil religion
is core to American

national identity and
political thought. It
has traditionally been
studied in terms of how
it works to integrate
some groups into the
American political
community while
excluding others. It has
rarely been engaged with
in a substantive
fashion, taking into
account the content and
historical development
of the civil religious
tradition in America. In
this dissertation, I
argue that American
civil religion is a
continuous rhetorical
tradition with a defined
set of symbols, rituals,
and tropes. Moreover, it
is a level of discourse
in American politics at
which the issues of
political sin and
virtue, perfectibility,
national telos, and
ultimate ideals are
addressed. It depicts
the United States as
having a particular
relationship with God,
akin to that depicted in
the Old Testament
between God and the
ancient Israelites. An
important difference
between my work and the
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great majority of
scholarship on American
civil religion is the
fact that it is more
aligned with the legacy
of Max Weber than it is
with that of Emil
Durkheim. Though I do
not ignore questions of
inclusion and exclusion
in the American
political community, my
focus is on the ways in
which a civil religious
framework structures the
way in which political
figures act in the
political sphere. Taking
into account social,
political, and
theological influences,
I examine in detail the
speech of four pivotal
figures in the postJacksonian development
of American civil
religion: John L.
O'Sullivan, Abraham
Lincoln, Woodrow Wilson,
and William Jennings
Bryan. I structure my
examination of the civil
religious framework of
each of these men within
three primary questions.
One, does the individual
prioritize liberty over
equality, or vice versa?
Two, where does he
locate sin, and what is

his understanding of
that sin? Three, does he
believe that the United
States is obligated to
model democracy to the
world, or that the
nation has a
responsibility to
actively proselytize
democratic government?
My dissertation is
organized with a chapter
on each of the above
four men, except for
Lincoln, the central
figure in the American
civil religious
tradition. On Lincoln, I
write two chapters,
dividing his speech into
priestly and prophetic
strains, following the
typology of Max Weber as
adapted by Martin E.
Marty.
The American Political
Tradition Richard
Hofstadter 2011-12-21
The American Political
Tradition is one of the
most influential and
widely read historical
volumes of our time.
First published in 1948,
its elegance, passion,
and iconoclastic
erudition laid the
groundwork for a totally
new understanding of the
American past. By
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writing a "kind of
intellectual history of
the assumptions behind
American politics,"
Richard Hofstadter
changed the way
Americans understand the
relationship between
power and ideas in their
national experience.
Like only a handful of
American historians
before him—Frederick
Jackson Turner and
Charles A. Beard are
examples—Hofstadter was
able to articulate, in a
single work, a
historical vision that
inspired and shaped an
entire generation.
Patriot Sage Forrest
McDonald 1999 The only
book published in
commemoration of the
bicentenary of George
Washington's death,
Patriot Sage offers a
fresh portrait of the
remarkable life of the
father of our nation.
Forrest McDonald,
William Allen, Victor
Davis Hanson and other
accomplished scholars
and writers explain why
the myth of the hero
Washington rings true.
The American Political
Tradition and the Men

who Made it Richard
Hofstadter 1989 A
revised edition of the
clasic study of American
politics from the
Founding Fathers to FDR.
The Age of Reform
Richard Hofstadter
2011-12-21 Winner of the
Pulitzer Prize in NonFiction. This book is a
landmark in American
political thought.
Preeminent Richard
Hofstadter examines the
passion for progress and
reform that colored the
entire period from 1890
to 1940 with startling
and stimulating results.
The Age of Reform
searches out the moral
and emotional motives of
the reformers the myths
and dreams in which they
believed, and the
realities with which
they had to compromise.
Anglo-American Relations
and the Transmission of
Ideas Alan P. Dobson
2022-04-08 Too often,
scholarship on AngloAmerican political
relations has focused on
mutual social and
economic interests
between Britain and the
United States as the
basis for cooperation.
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Breaking new ground,
Anglo-American Relations
and the Transmission of
Ideas instead explores
how ideas, on either
side of the Atlantic
have mutually influenced
each other. In those
transnational
interactions, there
forms a shared tradition
of political ideas,
facilitating “a common
cast of mind” that has
served as the basis for
transatlantic relations
and socio-political
values for decades.
The Paranoid Style in
American Politics, and
Other Essays Richard
Hofstadter 2008
Imparting an invaluable
perspective on
contemporary domestic
affairs, a classic work
of political theory
examines the competing
forces in American
political discourse and
how fringe groups can
influence--and derail-the larger agendas of a
political party.
Reprint. 12,500 first
printing.
(Dis)entitling the Poor
Elizabeth Bussiere 1997
Winnebago County
Department of Social

Services, Chief Justice
William Rehnquist's
majority opinion
rejected the claim of
the boy's mother that
her son had been
deprived of his
constitutional "right to
life." Taking the
DeShaney case as her
point of departure,
Elizabeth Bussiere
observes that the idea
of a constitutional
right to life was first
rejected not by the
conservative Rehnquist
Court but by the liberal
Warren Court twenty
years earlier.
Human Rights and Human
Liberties Tibor R.
Machan 2011 This book
argues that human beings
do indeed have the
fundamental, unalienable
rights to their lives,
liberty, pursuit of
happiness, and so forth
—- indeed, to do
whatever they will that
does not violate the
rights of others (even
if the exercise of their
rights isn't wise,
prudent, or civil).
Anti-Intellectualism in
American Life Richard
Hofstadter 2012-01-04
Winner of the 1964
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Pulitzer Prize in
Nonfiction AntiIntellectualism in
American Life is a book
which throws light on
many features of the
American character. Its
concern is not merely to
portray the scorners of
intellect in American
life, but to say
something about what the
intellectual is, and can
be, as a force in a
democratic society. "As
Mr. Hofstadter unfolds
the fascinating story,
it is no crude battle of
eggheads and fatheads.
It is a rich, complex,
shifting picture of the
life of the mind in a
society dominated by the
ideal of practical
success." —Robert Peel
in the Christian Science
Monitor
America at 1750 Richard
Hofstadter 2012-01-04
Demonstrates how the
colonies developed into
the first nation created
under the influences of
nationalism, modern
capitalism and
Protestantism.
Messengers of the Right
Nicole Hemmer 2016-08-25
Messengers of the Right
tells the story of the

media activists who
built the American
conservative movement
and transformed it into
one of the most
significant and
successful movements of
the twentieth
century—and in the
process remade the
Republican Party and the
American media
landscape.
The New Mutants Ramzi
Fawaz 2016-01-22 How
fantasy meets reality as
popular culture evolves
and ignites postwar
gender, sexual, and race
revolutions. 2017 The
Association for the
Studies of the Present
Book Prize Finalist
Mention, 2017 Lora
Romero First Book Award
Presented by the
American Studies
Association Winner of
the 2012 CLAGS
Fellowship Award for
Best First Book Project
in LGBT Studies In 1964,
noted literary critic
Leslie Fiedler described
American youth as “new
mutants,” social rebels
severing their
attachments to American
culture to remake
themselves in their own
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image. 1960s comic book
creators, anticipating
Fiedler, began to morph
American superheroes
from icons of
nationalism and white
masculinity into actual
mutant outcasts, defined
by their genetic
difference from ordinary
humanity. These powerful
misfits and “freaks”
soon came to embody the
social and political
aspirations of America’s
most marginalized
groups, including women,
racial and sexual
minorities, and the
working classes. In The
New Mutants, Ramzi Fawaz
draws upon queer theory
to tell the story of
these monstrous fantasy
figures and how they
grapple with radical
politics from Civil
Rights and The New Left
to Women’s and Gay
Liberation Movements.
Through a series of
comic book case studies
– including The Justice
League of America, The
Fantastic Four, The XMen, and The New Mutants

–alongside late 20th
century fan writing,
cultural criticism, and
political documents,
Fawaz reveals how the
American superhero
modeled new forms of
social belonging that
counterculture youth
would embrace in the
1960s and after. The New
Mutants provides the
first full-length study
to consider the
relationship between
comic book fantasy and
radical politics in the
modern United States.
Deliver the Vote Tracy
Campbell 2005 A history
of election fraud in the
United States exposes
the ways in which
political culture is
diminished by election
corruption, citing such
practices of ballot
stuffing, voter
intimidation, and
returns manipulation
while explaining how
election reform
practices have only
changed the methods
through which corruption
occurs.
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